Incomplete penetrance of susceptibility genes for MHC-determined immunoglobulin deficiencies in monozygotic twins discordant for type 1 diabetes
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Abstract

Incomplete intrinsic penetrance is the failure of some genetically susceptible individuals (e.g., monozygotic twins of those who have a trait) to exhibit that trait. For the first time, we examine penetrance of susceptibility genes for multiple MHC gene-determined traits in the same subjects. Serum levels of IgA, IgD, IgG3, but not IgG4, in 50 pairs of monozygotic twins discordant for type 1 diabetes (T1D) correlated more closely in the twins than in random paired controls. The frequencies of subjects deficient in IgA (6%), IgD (33%) and IgG4 (12%), but not in IgG3, were higher in the twins than in controls. We postulate that this was because the MHC haplotypes (and possible non-MHC genes) that predispose to T1D also carry susceptibility genes for certain immunoglobulin deficiencies. Immunoglobulin deficiencies were not associated with T1D. Pairwise concordance for the deficiencies in the twins was 50% for IgA, 57% for IgD and 50% for IgG4. There were no significant associations among the specific immunoglobulin deficiencies except that all IgA-deficient subjects had IgD deficiency. Thus, intrinsic penetrance is a random process independently affecting different MHC susceptibility genes. Because multiple different external triggers would be required to explain the results, differential environmental determinants appear unlikely.
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1. Introduction

Incomplete penetrance of susceptibility genes is characteristic of many complex diseases, particularly those with susceptibility genes within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) [1]. The best-studied example of incomplete penetrance is type 1 diabetes (T1D) [2]. About 6% of sibs of a patient are concordant for T1D. Because about 16% of MHC-identical sibs of a patient also have T1D, this is strong evidence for a susceptibility gene within the MHC. On the other hand, since 33 to 42% of monozygotic twins of a T1D patient also have the disease [3] (probandwise concordance), it is clear that non-MHC susceptibility genes are also required for susceptibility. We refer to the probandwise concordance rate in (genetically identical) monozygotic twins as intrinsic penetrance, whereas we refer to penetrance observed in other relatives of a patient or among unrelated persons as apparent
penetrance [1]. Apparent penetrance varies with the number of all susceptibility genes shared with a patient.

Incomplete penetrance of susceptibility genes for gluten-sensitive enteropathy (GSE), another MHC allele-associated autoimmune disorder, has also been found in monozygotic twins and MHC-identical siblings of patients with the disease [4]. We previously found incomplete penetrance for certain MHC-determined immunoglobulin deficiencies (Igds) [5–7]. Thus, incomplete penetrance could be a general intrinsic property of some MHC genes. Studies of Igds in monozygotic twins discordant for T1D would provide critical information regarding the interrelationship of penetrance rates.

Another important question that can be answered by studies in monozygotic twins is whether a quantitative trait such as the level of immunoglobulin in serum is genetically controlled. Previous studies of twins have indicated genetic control of serum concentrations of IgE [8], IgM [9] and total IgG [9]. If the monozygotic twins are discordant for T1D, one can also obtain information about the influence of the disease on Ig levels in persons with identical genes.

In the present study, we examined serum Ig levels in 50 pairs of monozygotic twins discordant for T1D, since T1D patients are enriched in conserved extended haplotypes (CEHs) that confer susceptibility to the Igds of interest. The questions asked were:

(a) Are IgA, IgD, IgG3 and IgG4 serum concentrations more similar in twins than in random unrelated pairs of individuals?
(b) Are rates of IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d or IgG4d in persons with T1D and/or fully genetically susceptible to it but healthy different from the rates in normal controls?
(c) Are the rates of IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d or IgG4d in patients with T1D different from those in their healthy monozygotic twins?
(d) What are the rates of co-occurrence for IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d and IgG4d and for T1D among the discordant monozygotic twins?
(e) What are the rates of concordance/discordance for IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d and IgG4d among monozygotic twins discordant for T1D?

Of 451 twin pairs we selected 50 identical pairs discordant for T1D, which were eligible according to the following criteria: 1) European origin; 2) Affected twins had T1D; 3) Both twins of each pair were available for study; 4) Neither twin was receiving drugs other than human insulin in the index case; and 5) The non-diabetic twins were all tested for the T1D-associated antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) and insulinoma-associated antigen-2 (IA-2) using established methodology [12]. Briefly, radioimmunoprecipitation assays for anti-GAD65 and anti-IA-2 (aa 603–979) utilized transcription and translation systems (Promega, Madison, WI). For both antibody assays 0.8–1.0 mg DNA was transcribed and translated with SP6 (IA-2ic) and T7 (GAD65) RNA polymerase in a TNT-coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega) in the presence of 35S methionine (0.8 μCi) (Amersham, UK). Fifty μL aliquots of 35S methionine- (50–75,000 cpm) labeled antigen were incubated overnight with 2 μL serum (final dilution 1:25) in tris-buffered saline. The immune complexes were isolated by adding 1 mg protein A-Sepharose and were counted in a multitwell Wallac counter. All samples were tested in duplicate, including positive and negative control standard sera. Each assay for IA-2 and GAD65 antibodies included serially diluted sera from a prediabetic individual standardized to the WHO DASP antibody workshop [13] standard serum sample to evaluate the cutoff level for positivity for anti-GAD and anti-IA-2. Values > control +3 SD were taken as positive. Twins were selected to be negative for these tests and to have normal glucose tolerance. In the DASP antibody workshop, our assays for anti-GAD had a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of 98% and for anti-IA-2 a sensitivity of 62% and a specificity of 100% [13]. This gave negative subjects less than a 2% risk of developing T1D. All subjects gave informed consent and the study was approved by the ethics committee of the Royal Hospital Trusts and the Institutional Review Board of The CBR Institute for Biomedical Research.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Twins discordant for T1D and controls

Identical twin pairs were selected from the British Diabetic Twin Study [3]. Twins from the registry are ascertained by referral through their physicians. Monozygosity was established in all twin pairs, using both clinical data and at least 22 blood groups, as described previously [3]. This establishes identity with a less than 3% chance of error [10]. Type 1 diabetes was defined according to the National Diabetes Data Group criteria [11] and diabetes was excluded in the non-diabetic co-twins by a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test and random whole blood glucose at testing of less than 7.0 mmol/L. Blood glucose was estimated on venous whole blood (YSI, Yellow Springs, OH). All diabetic twins had been treated from the time of diagnosis with insulin and were taking highly purified human insulin at least twice daily. None of the twins had a clinical history of susceptibility to infections. Mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) duration of diabetes was 17 ± 11 years in the diabetic twin.

2.2. Serum immunoglobulin concentrations

Serum levels of IgA, IgG3, IgG4 and IgD were determined by ELISA [14] or radial immunodiffusion [15] using specific polyclonal goat antisera (Incstar, Clearwater, MN) or mouse monoclonal antibodies (Pierce, Rockford, IL) or kits (The Binding Site, San Diego, CA). We used Ig class and subclass levels in 187 unrelated healthy Caucasian individuals, as reported earlier [7], to define Igds as the geometric means −2 SD (IgD <0.14 mg/dL, IgG3 <20.1 mg/dL, IgG4 <3.8 mg/dL). IgAd was taken as <5 mg/dL [16].

2.3. Statistical analyses

In general, the log-transformed levels in all populations of subjects were more normally distributed than direct values. Therefore, the log-transformed serum concentrations were used to calculate the mean −2 SD, using the JMP (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) statistical program. The frequencies in each population of subjects of individual Igds (values < geometric mean in normal control subjects −2 SD) were compared for statistical
significance using $2 \times 2$ contingency tables and $\chi^2$ analysis or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate. The comparison of observed and expected co-occurrences of different Igs was evaluated for statistical significance by $\chi^2$ analysis where $\chi^2 = (\text{observed} - \text{expected})^2/\text{expected}$. Apparent penetrance was analyzed as described previously [1,2]. To determine whether levels in the twin pairs correlated more closely than in pairs of random unrelated persons, the concentrations of each of the Ig classes and subclasses were measured in serum from 134 unrelated healthy individuals assigned randomly to pairs. IgA, IgD, IgG3 and IgG4 serum levels were compared in these paired samples as were those from the monozygotic twin pairs. Two measures of co-variation were used: (a) the paired $t$-test, in which the null hypothesis was that the mean difference between Ig levels in the twin pairs was zero (the $t$-statistic has a $t$-distribution with $n - 1$ degrees of freedom, with $n$ being equal to the number of twin pairs); and (b) the significance of the differences between the correlation coefficients ($r$) in the monozygotic twins compared with those in the random pairs for each Ig. In situations where the $t$-test gave borderline $p$ values, we re-tested the significance of the difference of mean values using a sensitive $F$-test that is expressed as variances of two populations. The null hypothesis is that if the two variances are the same, then $F = 1$. The $F$-test is sensitive to the effect of the disease on Ig levels.

3. Results

3.1. Serum IgA, IgD, IgG3 and IgG4 levels in monozygotic twin pairs and in randomly paired unrelated individuals

Table 1 shows the results of analysis for correlation between serum Ig levels in the monozygotic twins (Table 1a) compared with levels in serum from unrelated randomly paired controls (Table 1b). It is clear that the levels of IgA, IgDd and IgG3 (but not of IgG4) were significantly correlated in the monozygotic twins but not in the random subjects.

3.2. The frequencies of IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d and IgG4d in the twins compared with normal controls

As is seen in Table 2, the frequencies of Igs among the T1D patients and their healthy twins of this study were higher for IgAd, IgDd and IgG4d than those in normal individuals.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>IgAd</th>
<th>IgDd</th>
<th>IgG3d</th>
<th>IgG4d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1D twins</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normals</td>
<td>0.0014*</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio T1D/Normal</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The frequency of IgAd in normal Caucasians is taken from the literature [16].

The observed excesses ranged from approximately 43-fold for IgAd to approximately 2 to 5-fold for IgG4d and IgDd. There were no significant differences in Igd frequencies in the members of the twin pairs who had T1D compared with those who did not (not shown).

Surprisingly, although we earlier observed a marked increase in frequency of IgG3d among homozygotes and, to a lesser extent, heterozygotes for the [HLA-B8, SC01, DR3] CEH, and the frequency of this CEH is increased among T1D patients, the rate of IgG3d among the twins (0.040) with T1D was no higher than that in our normal controls (0.045).

3.3. Mean immunoglobulin levels in patients with T1D, their healthy monozygotic twins and normal controls

Table 3 shows mean serum Ig concentrations in the monozygotic twins with T1D compared with those who were healthy as well as in 53 normal controls. The mean levels of IgA were significantly higher ($p = 0.002$) and of IgG3 were significantly lower ($p < 0.02$) in the twins with T1D than in those who were healthy. IgA levels in the healthy twins were higher ($p = 0.0015$) and IgDd levels were lower ($p = 0.0022$) than controls. Thus, the mean levels of IgA and IgDd in the healthy twins were intermediate between those of T1D patients and controls. The mean serum IgA, IgDd, IgG3 and IgG4 levels were all significantly different in all of the twins compared with normal controls. The levels of IgG4 in T1D and control groups showed a weak difference.

Serum Ig levels in the monozygotic twins with and without T1D and in normal controls are shown in Fig. 1. It is striking that, for IgA, IgG3 and IgG4, the deficient subjects had levels quite apart from those of other subjects. In contrast, IgD levels are a

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunoglobulin</th>
<th>T1D patient</th>
<th>Healthy twin</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean level mg/dL</td>
<td>Mean level mg/dL</td>
<td>Mean level mg/dL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>413 ± 44</td>
<td>309 ± 28</td>
<td>187 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG3</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.21</td>
<td>2.70 ± 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG4</td>
<td>63 ± 5</td>
<td>72 ± 5</td>
<td>42 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgGd</td>
<td>29 ± 4</td>
<td>22 ± 3</td>
<td>39 ± 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unpaired $t$-test with unequal variance. Mean levels are given ±1 SEM. IgA levels in T1D patients vs control $t$ probability $p < 0.0001$, IgA levels in healthy twins vs control $t$ probability $p = 0.0002$, IgG3 levels in T1D patients vs control $t$ probability $p < 0.001$, IgDd levels in healthy twins vs control $t$ probability $p = 0.0004$, IgG3 levels in T1D patients vs control $t$ probability $p = 0.0003$, IgG3 levels in healthy twins vs control $t$ probability $p < 0.0001$, IgG4 levels in T1D patients vs control $t$ probability $p = 0.02 (F_{\text{prob}} = 0.69)$, IgG4 levels in healthy twins vs control $t$ probability $p < 0.0001$. 

---

$a$ * $p$ represents probability value of $t$-test.

$b$ * Statistical significance is $p < 0.05$ (correlation probability).
formed a continuum in the twins (with or without T1D) that is far less striking in the normal subjects.

3.4. The co-occurrence of immunoglobulin deficiencies

Forty-two (42%) of the 100 individuals of the monozygotic twin pairs had 1 or more Igds. Of these, 31 were single Igds (24 IgDd alone, 6 IgG4d alone and 1 IgG3d alone). Of 9 with 2 Igds, 2 were IgDd and IgG4d, 4 were IgAd and IgDd, 2 were IgG3d and IgG4d, and 1 was IgDd and IgG3d. An important question was whether the frequency of co-occurrence of individual Igds in single individuals differed from chance. If co-occurrence is by chance, the frequency of co-occurrence (observed) should be equal to the product of the individual frequencies (expected). Of the various double-Igd combinations, only IgAd and IgDd co-occurred with significantly increased frequency, as seen in Table 4 and as we have observed in other IgAd patients without T1D (data not shown). There was no disproportional co-occurrence of any Igd with T1D among the twins.

3.5. Concordance for IgAd, IgDd, IgG3d and IgG4d in the monozygotic twin pairs discordant for T1D

Pairwise concordances for the Igds studied are shown in Table 5. The observed concordance rate (intrinsic penetrance) for IgAd was 50% and the rates for IgDd and IgG4d were 57% and 50%, respectively. Since only 4 subjects had IgG3d, it was not possible to interpret the observed lack of concordance.

4. Discussion

For the first time, the relationships among the rates of concordance (intrinsic penetrance) for more than one MHC-influenced trait have been determined in a group of monozygotic twins (who were also discordant for T1D). The effort was

---

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-occurrence</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IgAd-IgDd</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgAd-IgG3d</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgAd-IgG4d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgDd-IgG3d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgDd-IgG4d</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG3d-IgG4d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgAd-T1D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgDd-T1D</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG3d-T1D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG4d-T1D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* n.s. = not significant.
helped considerably by the remarkably increased frequencies of a number of Igds among patients with T1D. This is most likely the result of the carrying of increased frequencies of susceptibility genes for Igds by many of those haplotypes that confer susceptibility to T1D. This is certainly true of MHC susceptibility genes but should also hold for non-MHC susceptibility genes for both kinds of traits, one definitely polygenic (T1D), the other possibly polygenic (Igds).

A previous report from Italy [17] found IgAd in 7 of 191 T1D patients for a rate of 3.7% compared with 0.2% in Italian controls.

Why would two supposedly genetically identical individuals differ in the expression of T1D? The explanation offered almost 80 years ago [18] and still considered most likely [19] is that one monogyzotic twin was exposed to an environmental trigger that the other was not. Attempts to identify such an environmental trigger (a favorite has been a viral infection) have not been successful [20]. Moreover, concordance in dizygotic twins was identical to the rate in sibs in general in a large-scale study [21], suggesting no detectable difference in the frequency of environmental triggers between the sibs with very similar and less similar environments.

We had earlier explored the nature and extent of apparent penetrance of Igds through the study of unrelated individuals who were homozygous, heterozygous or non-carrying for CEHs [5–7] known or suspected to carry susceptibility genes for MHC-determined Igds such as IgAd [16], IgDd [22], IgG3d and IgG4d. CEHs are ≥1 Mb stretches of fixed genomic DNA defined by their HLA-B, complotype, and HLA-DR alleles [23]. It is CEHs that provide almost all of the individual MHC markers for HLA-associated diseases [2,24]. Among normal Caucasian MHC haplotypes, CEHs account for at least 30% [23] and up to 50% or more [25] of MHC haplotypes. The CEH [HLA-B8, SC01, DR3], where SC01 represents the complotype BF*S, C2*C, C4A*Q0, C4B*I, is the most common CEH of northern European Caucasians (8% in our Boston database) and is particularly common in the British Isles. It is elevated in frequency in patients with a variety of autoimmune diseases, including T1D [24], OSE [26], myasthenia gravis [27] and systemic lupus erythematosus [28]. It is also associated with IgAd [16], IgDd [22], IgG3d [5] and IgG4d [5].

Given the fixity of DNA on CEHs, if a susceptibility gene occurs on a CEH, as evidenced by its elevated frequency among patients compared with ethnically-matched controls, it will occur on virtually all independent examples of that CEH in the population. Based on this concept, we developed the prospective method for analyzing the mode of inheritance and estimating apparent penetrance of genes on CEHs [1,5]. If homozygotes but few, if any, heterozygotes or non-carriers for a CEH exhibit an associated trait, the susceptibility gene carried by the CEH is expressed recessively. On the other hand, if both homozygotes and heterozygotes but few, if any, non-carriers express the trait, the susceptibility gene is dominantly expressed.

In our earlier work on Igds, homozygotes, but not heterozygotes, for the CEH (HLA-B8, SC01, DR3) had markedly increased rates of IgAd and IgG4d compared with heterozygotes and controls, suggesting recessive inheritance [5]. In contrast, heterozygotes, as well as homozygotes, had increased rates of IgDd and IgG3d, consistent with dominant inheritance. Rates of IgDd and IgG3d in homozygotes were higher than in heterozygotes. Because the Igds occurred, in general, independently of each other and because similar Ig studies of another DR3-carrying CEH (HLA-B18, F1C30, DR3) [6] revealed only IgDd (but not IgAd, IgG3d nor IgG4d), it was clear that the susceptibility genes for each of the Igds were distinct from each other. Since the IgDd frequencies in [HLA-B18, F1C30, DR3] homozygotes (37%) and heterozygotes (19%) [6] were very similar to those in [HLA-B8, SC01, DR3] homozygotes and heterozygotes, (37% and 20%, respectively) [5], it may be that the susceptibility gene for IgDd is the same on both haplotypes.

Penetrance, if it were the result of an external triggering event, would be expected to affect the whole organism. For a dominant trait, it should be irrelevant for trait expression whether the host has one or two susceptibility genes [1]. On the other hand, if penetrance were a property of the susceptibility gene on each chromosome, homozygotes with two susceptibility genes would be expected to have a higher rate than heterozygotes with only one. Since the rates of IgG3d and IgDd in [HLA-B8, SC01, DR3] and of IgDd in [HLA-B18, F1C30, DR3] homozygotes were higher than those in heterozygotes, this suggested a stochastic basis for penetrance affecting homologous genes on each chromosome. In addition, it appeared that penetrance was a manifestation of the MHC susceptibility genes, since the only difference between the subjects was in their MHC haplotypes. If MHC genes are recessively expressed, penetrance will be the same for the external trigger and intrinsic switch mechanisms, providing no information, although there is no reason to believe that the intrinsic switch isn’t also operative in recessive as well as dominant MHC-determined trait expression.

There is almost no literature on Igds in monogyzotic twins. We are aware of only a single report of a pair of monogyzotic twins discordant for IgAd [29]. The rate of pairwise concordance among the IgAd twins in our report was 50%, among the IgDd twins was 57% and among those with IgG4d was 50%. These rates are considerably higher than the reported pairwise monogyzotic twin rate for T1D of 27% [21]. The fact that, for the most part, twin pair concordances and co-occurrence for the Igds in the monogyzotic twin pairs were independent of each other (Table 3) and of concordance for and co-occurrence with T1D is consistent with intrinsic penetrance being a stochastic process [1,6]. If there were a specific environmental trigger for T1D, then there would have to be separate and different triggers for each of the Igds.
The one exception to independence of occurrence of Igds is the finding that all 6 of the IgAd patients also had IgDd, although most cases of IgDd occurred without IgAd. Of 13 IgAd patients (without T1D) that we have studied, 10 or 77%, had IgDd (unpublished findings), far in excess of the considerably less than the 2.6% expected if co-occurrence were random. The association is thus independent of susceptibility to T1D. It is unclear why having IgAd predisposes to IgDd (or perhaps vice versa).

Certainly, an important question is whether any of the Igds occurring at high frequencies among patients with T1D contributes to the known high incidence of infections among them [30]. It is unlikely that IgDd contributes since there is no clear function identified for serum IgDd. IgAd is associated with increased frequency of sinopulmonary infections [31] in some patients and IgG4d has been reported to be associated with increased susceptibility to bacterial infections as well [32,33]. A previous study of Ig levels in T1D patients revealed no strong link between low levels and infections in T1D patients [34]. Moreover, none of the patients in the current study had known increased frequency of infections.

Neither the MHC susceptibility loci nor the molecular mechanisms of IgAd (or any other Igd) or T1D are known, rendering purely speculative any conjecture regarding the mechanism of incomplete penetrance for these MHC-associated disorders. Genetic expression of the five genetic traits (T1D and the four Igds) were unrelated to one another. The stochastic nature of the intrinsic penetrance for these traits suggests to us the likelihood of intrinsic epigenetic regulation operating independently on different MHC susceptibility genes [1,2]. The likelihood of an external environmental trigger for these independent traits, for which there is no clear evidence, is reduced because each trait would require a separate differential trigger.

There are some interesting parallels between IgAd and autoimmunity. An important issue for some IgAd patients is the presence of anti-IgA in their serum that can cause anaphylactoid reactions upon transfusion with IgA-containing blood. The frequency of anti-IgA antibodies varies from 20–40%, with a United Kingdom study reporting that 1 of 3 IgAd patients had antibodies to IgA [35]. Although the relationship of IgA deficiency to the presence of anti-IgA antibodies is not clearly established, this autoimmune phenomenon may be related to the fact that the inability to produce IgA in IgA deficiency is due to the increased destruction of a subset of B cells in these patients [36].
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